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creating a YouTubevideo
writing a magazine article
creating a diorama
writing an editorial
creating a short story
designing a scientific investigation
creating a skit
designing a cartoon
making a collage
designing a mobile
creating a sculpture, model, or portrait
designing, conducting, and analyzing surveys
creating a simulation, on paper, or
animated
creating a board game or computer
game
writing a song
writing a poem
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creating an invention
designing a graph
conducting an interview
creating a calendar
creating a timeline
designing a mural
creating a logical argument
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How do we know our students
understand concepts not covered thoroughly in class? This knowledge can
be assessed traditionally with tests and
quizzes, but do these assessments give
us the full picture?
Alternative assessments provide a
different portrait of what students know
and are able to do. In the case of Josh
Barnett in Stephanie Zinn's biology class
at Columbia Grammar and Preparatory
School, he took the complexity of photosynthesis and created his own diagram
for the process, without teacher direction
and in preparation for a unit exam. Josh
created this diagram on his own after
determining the textbook did an inadequate job of portraying this complex
set of steps.
Taking Josh's lead, we can provide
students with opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge of concepts by
doing any of the following activities. For
example, with photosynthesis, the students could be involved in:

STEPHANIEZINN

ANN HALEYMACKENZIE

How do we assess these projects?The most efficientway is
to developa rubricthatprovidesall the criteriaand the levels of
foreachcriteria.A rubriccan easilybe madeby
accomplishment
This Web site will help
going to http://rubistar.4teachers.org.
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developa rubricfor all sorts of scientificprojectsas well as for
other forms of learningassessments.For instance,in terms of
Josh's diagram(if assignedby the teacher),the studentswould
be giventhe followingrubricpriorto the project.
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